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1. Relationships with the Media and Other Parties

1.1 What governance and oversight arrangements exist
to ensure effective management of police
employees’ relationships with the media and
others?

The ACU will follow up intelligence/information on any subject area that causes
concern. Persons working for Media are specifically named in the Association
Declaration Procedure.
Previously, Media Awareness Training was only provided to new detectives,
sergeants and inspectors. MCCD now provides mandated basic training in
appropriate relationships with the media at entry level, i.e. PC, PCSO and
police induction.

1.2 Is there clear senior ownership and accountability
in respect of the release of information to the
media?

MCCD leads on the corporate release of information to the media. They are
aware of the inevitable implications resulting from the Force’s overarching
principle that all officers and staff are free to speak to the media, and provide
guidance in this.

1.3 What media policies/guidance exist and how are
they communicated to staff?

MCCD have prepared entry-level, basic training in the accessibility of the
Media Relations and Communications Teams (AS ABOVE), as well as
corresponding resources including media guidelines. These were completed in
time for the Olympics. They have also developed a self learning package
relevant to specific ranks/roles regarding professional relationships with the
media.

1.4 Are staff sufficiently knowledgeable of what the
acceptable boundaries are regarding media
relationships?

MCCD have liaised with PSD to ensure that a suitable module covering the
application of the above mentioned visions, values and standards of
professional behaviour be included in all entry-level/induction training, and e-
learning

1.5 Have assessments been made of risks, threats and
vulnerabilities in relation to police leaks to the
media and others?

The strategic assessment for corruption does this at the higher level and is
based on the intelligence that is received or generated by the integrity unit.

1.6 What processes exist to monitor local and national
press with a view to triggering proactive
investigations into leaks?

Daily MCCD coverage of news media. Media briefing via Google on the
intranet.
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1.7 How do you address and manage media leaks? MCCD will monitor and recover where possible. The investigation of a leak
falls to the ACU.

1.8 Do you deliver media training at the appropriate
level?

MCCD now provides training at entry/induction level and strategic, senior/chief
officer level.  Entry-level, basic training is mandated as part of PC, PCSO and
police staff induction courses. MCCD has adjusted training to cater for
implications of report e.g separate packs to Sgts, Detectives and Inspectors.

1.9 Does your media training include integrity and
relationship management?

In addition to a suitable vision and values/professional standards module being
included in all entry-level/induction training, MCCD recommended that
reference to the Leveson Inquiry and subsequent report was included in the
revision of the Force media guidelines, which has just been completed.

1.10 How are engagements between staff and media
representatives captured for transparency?

All MCCD engagements and correspondence are recorded on press bureau,
SOLCARA. All corporate out-of-hours liaison is captured on relevant call
handling records/incident logs. Chief records all meetings/conversations. The
DCC does not want to restrict staff engaging with media at a local level, or
recording every media encounter. However staff are encouraged, if they are
not comfortable with their situation, to record, liaise with MRO or raise with
local supervision.

1.11 How do you ensure formal and informal meetings
and briefings with the media are appropriately
recorded?

All formal, centrally-coordinated briefings and meetings with the media are
video/audio recorded and ‘minuted’ respectively. As above, it is not considered
proportionate to record all media encounters at a local level, unless the
member of staff feels it necessary.

2. Information Disclosure

2.1 What governance and oversight arrangements exist
to ensure effective management of information
disclosure?

ISA’s and the ISAP SharePoint system, SIO policy, MCCD coordinate
media. All other lawful disclosure takes place through the disclosure unit
and the FISU.

2.2 Does the organisation have strong leadership,
accessible policies and robust assurance

Yes, on duty / off duty policies in place which are regularly communicated to
all staff.
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mechanisms to govern social media?

2.3 What mechanisms exist in relation to preventing
misuse, risk assessing, monitoring and managing
professional and personal use of social media?

Casual monitoring by ACU. Publicising Confidential Reporting system.

2.4 Does the organisation have appropriate capacity
and capability to effectively monitor and audit all its
information systems, and practice an evidenced
risk-based approach?

Yes, commensurate to threat. Specific audits and random audits take place.

2.5 Does the organisation have a strong culture of
disclosing associations with those connected with
crime, members of the media and private
investigators?

Yes, the Association Declaration procedure deals with this and has been
extensively trained and publicised.

2.6 What control strategies exist in respect of
individuals identified as vulnerable to inappropriate
associations and corruption?

Action plan when known, and managed with managers and the ACU.

2.7 Does the organisation have mechanisms in place to
identify the risks of inappropriate disclosures as
part of investigations into
gratuities/hospitality/secondary employment and
procurement?

To a degree via the normal monitoring and reporting lines. ACU to
proactively review registers and compare against intell/threat/risk.

3. Gratuities and Hospitality

3.1 What governance and oversight arrangements exist
to ensure effective management of gifts and
hospitality by the force and police authority?

The policy is owned by PSD and the Head of PSD certifies compliance with
policy to PSB and PCC. It has been reviewed in light of this report and an
updated version published in July 2012. The authority level for acceptance
is the member of staff’s own Chief Inspector or Head of Department.
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3.2 Which department or function in force owns
gratuities and hospitality policy?

PSD however authority as above.

3.3 Does the gratuities and hospitality policy clearly
articulate the process, framework and boundaries
for decision making particularly in respect of
monetary value, donor, organisation, loyalty cards,
group discounts, free transport, appropriateness of
accepting gifts and sponsorship?   How is this
communicated?

Yes.
PSD training.
Briefing/Awareness document has been circulated to Police Staff

3.4 Are the links made within the policy to other
integrity areas, i.e. procurement, estates,
sponsorship, media, business interests?

Standing Orders on Contracts outlines the process that is required.  Also
covered to some extent within Financial Management Manual.  Briefing
document has been circulated to all staff and their Managers, working in
these areas. The revised Policy makes reference to Managers being aware
of gifts and hospitality in those contexts.

3.5 Is there any triangulation of gifts and hospitality with
other integrity areas, i.e. via IT systems or weekly
meetings?

ACU to monitor register. Persons authorising Gifts or Hospitality are at a
level to be aware of staff business interests or other links which may be
perceived as untoward.

3.6 What timescales exist for review of the policy
considering the current economic climate, public
perception and legislative changes?

Revision of the Policy was discussed and agreed at the PSB in May 2012.

3.7 What is the best format for the register to be
maintained to allow accurate recording and
oversight?

As is.  It has been made more prominent on the PSD Intranet site.

3.8 Is the process and recording of the rationale for
acceptance or refusal comprehensive to allow a
clear audit process and transparency?

Some evidence of the decision rationale is seen in the register. Raising
awareness of Managers should proactively encourage reporting. This was
done in conjunction with publication of the revised Policy. The updated
Policy reflects the fact that refusals should be recorded, together with
details of disposal of those items not being retained by individuals or the
Force.

3.9 Is the whole register published, i.e. not just chief A version is published on the external web site. The whole register is
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officers? available on the Force Intranet.
3.10 What differences exist (if any) in thresholds

between the force and the OPCC?
The Dorset Police Authority had a threshold of £25. Awaiting confirmation of
the PCC’s current position.

3.11 What are the key risks and threats associated with
gifts and hospitality and how does this link to an
audit programme?

Managers authorising gifts and hospitality should be aware of any risks or
threats. It is audited regularly by the ACU in line with Business Interests,
Declared Associations and any other relevant intelligence.

4. Procurement and Contractual Relationships

4.1 What governance and oversight arrangements exist
to ensure effective management of procurement
and contractual arrangements?

PCC Standing Orders on Contracts must be followed.  Contracts are also
subject to audit.  Audit could be refocused towards integrity of those involved at
all stages rather than process. The Annual Governance Statement is kept
updated. Building contractors are taken from the Dorset County Council
rotational list. Managers have been made aware of Gratuities Register and
Association Declaration procedure. All awarded contracts are published on the
following internet site: www.bpld.gov.uk, and are therefore made available to
the public through this site.

4.2 What are the delegated authority levels for
procurement and are they effectively
communicated and managed?

ACO and PCC have overall responsibility.  – See standing orders on
Contracts and Force delegations.  .

4.3 What level of scrutiny does the PCC exert over
procurement and contractual relationship? There is a strong process in place through committee and regular oversight.

Standing Orders on Contracts.  Strict tender opening processes.  All subject
to oversight by the Treasurer to the PCC.

4.4 What controls over procurement and credit cards
exist within the force?

Audit as and when required. Finance strictly limits the issue of cards. All
submissions are scrutinised by Finance having been approved by a line
manager of the card holder. There is a recently refreshed policy on the use
of cards. Have audited Chief Officer credit cards in the past.
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4.5 How would any irregularities of procurement and
credit cards be identified?

Audit or line supervision.

4.6 What systems and processes exist to identify
conflicts of interest within procurement processes?

Required information. PCC oversight and the role of Chief Officers .
Professional responsibility to declare an interest.  This was very visible at
the Police Authority, General Orders has recently updated and reiterated
Association Declaration to include “Contractors and Suppliers to Dorset
Police”. Briefing/awareness sheet has been supplied to relevant Managers.

4.7 What systems and processes are in place to
effectively manage expenses?

Finance system new and robust.

Secondary Business Interests and Conflict of
Interest

4.8 What governance and oversight arrangements exist
to ensure effective management of secondary
employment, associations and conflicts of interest?

All business interests and secondary employment are subject to formal
approval by the head of PSD and reviewed annually for policy compliance
and WTD. The approval process takes into account line management
views, sickness, vetting & complaint/misconduct and integrity.

4.9 What policies and guidance exist in relation to
secondary employment, associations and conflicts
of interest for police officers and staff? How are
these communicated to staff?

Separate policies in existence for each. Regular publicity.   Included in
initial training for officers, Specials, PCSO’s and details circulated to Police
Staff.

4.10 Does the secondary employment application
provide sufficient detail to enable chief officer
decision making on suitability, risk, compliance (tax
& legal) and welfare?

Yes in all cases.

4.11 How is policy compliance and organisational risk
monitored?

Annual review of business interests. Proactive checking by ACU.

4.12 What is done to ensure a consistent approach in
respect of the authorisation of secondary

Single point of authorisation.
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employment applications?

4.13 Is there evidence of proactivity in relation to
secondary employment (approved and refused
applications)?

ACU have adopted a proactive approach.

4.14 How often are secondary employments subject to
(meaningful) review? Guidelines suggest a 12-
month review or on any change to the business
interest approved.

There is an annual review.

4.15 What cross-referencing of the register takes place,
i.e. with attendance management, disciplinary or
contracts or records?

On approval, renewal plus reference to line manager.

4.16 Is the anti-corruption strategy aligned with
organisational and individual conflicts of interest,
e.g. OCG targets, contractors, etc?

Yes

4.17 Has there been due consideration for suppliers or
outsourcers to sign a 'restraint of trade clause' to
prevent them employing (in any form) staff involved
in the relevant procurement, due diligence or
decision making process?

Yes, but difficult due to Employment law. Generally not proportionate.

4.18 Have persons at risk of influence by contractors or
suppliers been identified and mitigation actions
implemented?

No evidence. Association Policy updated but no relevant declarations
received.

4.19 Has intellectual property been identified within the
procurement process (and associated agreements)
and have organisational protections been applied?

Yes, but expensive and cost/benefit to be considered.
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5. Professional Standards and Proactivity

5.1 Are the key elements of the SOCA and force
strategic threat assessments effectively
communicated to staff throughout the Force?

Via supervision and PSB

5.2 How widely promulgated and trusted are the
reporting and support mechanisms for “whistle
blowing”?

Confidential email system. Improved usage. Support for Persons Reporting
Wrongdoing Policy.

5.3 Does the Force have adequate systems in place to
capture, record and assess intelligence relating to
integrity and corruption?

ACU. Yes

5.4 Is there sufficient covert auditing capability within
the anti-corruption unit and is this supported by
adequate IT?

Yes, however improvements could always be made.

5.5 What auditing is undertaken of employees
expenses, mileage, overtime, phone and internet
use?

Line supervision monitor expenses, mileage and overtime. PSD monitor
email and internet use.

5.6 Does the anti-corruption unit have the capability,
capacity and experience to undertake reactive and
proactive investigations and operations?

For the majority of investigations, yes.

5.7 Is there a requirement for collaborative or service
level agreements to support investigations and
operations?

For the bigger investigations – collaborations have been undertaken within
Force and regionally.

5.8 What oversight/input do the professional standards
department and anti-corruption unit have with
regards to applications for additional employment,
gifts and hospitality registers and procurement
contracts?

All governed by PSD except procurement contracts.

5.9 What mechanisms are in place to proactively
identify and address vulnerability at individual and

Vetting and integrity all work in PSD.
A new Early Intervention Programme is being developed in stages, based
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force level? on risk and vulnerability. The first stage, an Abuse of Powers Matrix, is
being used to identify and prevent the targeting of vulnerable persons by
staff.

6. Governance and Oversight

6.1 How do the chief officer group and PCC
demonstrate leadership in promoting the force
values and integrity?

Lived and breathed at all meetings, policing plan launches, and embedded
within culture.

6.2 How is the ethos of integrity and values reflected in
policies, practices and communications?

Embedded within culture at all levels

6.3 What mechanisms exist to ensure that the PCC
and force jointly challenge integrity issues within
the force?

Quarterly PSB Meetings, chaired by Chief Constable, and Working Group

6.4 What is the role of the Professional Standards
Department in respect of the governance of
integrity?

Total. Committment to resource ACU.

6.5 Does integrity form part of your performance
management framework?

Yes, based on figures generated by IPCC

6.6 How are policies relating to integrity reviewed to
ensure that they remain fit for purpose?

Review dates for each.

6.7 How are lessons learned and breaches of
unacceptable behaviour communicated in your
force?

Learning the lessons, Hindsight, SharePoint.

6.8 What audit and inspection processes exist in
relation to integrity, and what level of independence
exists within this regime?

Following Part 2 of their Corruption Report, the IPCC will be more intrusive.
There is also an opportunity to develop oversight by PCC.

6.9 How do you ensure that integrity runs through your
organisation?  Is this reflected in recruitment,
training and selection processes?

Yes. The ACU have liaised with the Training Dept to ensure that training
programmes to Recruits, Managers, Specials, PCSO’s and Volunteers
include an integrity input.
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6.10 What mechanisms exist in the management of risk?
Do you use bespoke risk registers and dedicated
risk managers?

Risk registers.

6.11 Does your meeting and committee structure
support effective service delivery, scrutiny, audit
and accountability?

Issues coordinated by PSB

6.12 Is there coordination between organisational
issues, policy development, training and cultural
change which will reduce opportunity for
corruption?

Integrity issues form part of most training programmes, it is embedded in
culture, and will be included in Community Impact Assessment on all
Policies.

6.13 What arrangements were in place to ensure an
effective transition to the introduction of Police and
Crime Commissioners?

Transition Board.


